The ACDxML-1548RT EasyKit offers industry-proven security hardware for controlled entry or exit as well as hands free entry or exit. The ACDxML-1548RT is a simple, easy-to-install, access control solution, which is ideal for selected access lobbies and preferred customer entrances/exits.

**Benefits**
- Easy installation with integrated components
- Motion detector unlocks magnetic lock allowing controlled access
- Push button unlocks magnetic lock allowing controlled access
- Minimal door and frame prep saves time and money

**Features**
- Kit includes, Power supply, magnetic lock, motion sensor, push button and point-to-point drawing
- Magnetic lock is equipped with a field adjustable timer to control the amount of time the magnet remains unlocked once the push button is activated.
  
  **NOTE:** When used in a means of egress, code requires a minimum of 30 seconds.
- May be wired to fire alarm for emergency release compliance
- Complies with NFPA 101 Access Controlled Egress Door Assemblies

**Technical Information**
- Door Types - Wood, Hollow Metal, Fiberglass or Aluminum

---

**Also Included:**
- Wiring Diagram (not shown)
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